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Prólogo_
Como diseñador industrial, una de mis mayores preocupaciones viene de 
pensar “¿Qué nuevos productos podemos diseñar?” En mis años de experiencia 
como diseñador (que serán pocos, pero reveladores) he descubierto que 
comercializar cualquier idea no es garantía de éxito. Las mejores ideas de 
cada diseñador resultan insignificantes si no pueden ser asimiladas por el 
mercado. La diferencia entre lo que llamaríamos diseños y los productos 
asimilables radica en una serie de cualidades que los posicionan como una 
propuesta de valor, que resuelven necesidades reales del mercado. 

Con este proyecto mi objetivo es entender mejor cómo funciona el sector de 
complementos para el hogar, a través del análisis de diferentes propuestas 
internacionales y de proporcionar una visión estratégica para posicionar mi 
marca de productos. Esto con el fin de desarrollar productos con base en 
oportunidades del mercado actual de manera proactiva, global y estratégica. 

La marca que estoy trabajando, llamada Made Singular, plantea integrar el 
diseño Mexicano al mercado internacional, con una imagen corporativa y 
estrategia de comunicación en inglés. Por esta razón desarrollé el proyecto 
en inglés, para orientarlo hacia una audiencia más internacional y hacer una 
mejor interpretación de las estrategias de competidores potenciales. 
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Prologue_ 
As an industrial designer, one of my main concerns comes from thinking, 
“Which new products can we design?” In my years of experience as a 
designer (which may be a few, but revealing) I have discovered that 
commercializing ideas is not a guarantee of success. The best ideas from 
any designer result insignificant if the market cannot assimilate them. 
The difference between what we call a design and real products lies in a 
series of attributes that position them as value propositions, which solve 
real market needs.

With this project my purpose is to understand better how the Home 
accessories sector works, through the analysis of different international 
proposals and to provide a strategic vision to position my product brand. 
With this information the goal will be to develop new products based on 
market opportunities in a proactive, global and strategic way. 

The brand I am working on, called Made Singular, is set to incorporate 
Mexican design to the international market, with the help of a corporate 
image and communication strategy in English. For this reason I developed 
the project in English, to orient it towards an international audience and 
have a better interpretation of the strategies of potential competitors. 



Designed in Mexico_
The development of a brand 
for Mexican-designed products
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1 _FRÍAS PEÑA, Julio. Designing a 

National Design Policy for Mexico. 

The Design Management Institute, 

2010, p. 33-35.

2_Interview – Dr. Julio Frías Peña. 

Sharing Experience Europe: Policy 

Innovation Design. SEE bulletin Issue 

1 August 2009, p. 9.

3_FRÍAS PEÑA, Julio. Designing a 

National Design Policy for Mexico.  

The Design Management Institute, 

2010, p. 33-35.

 _DiseñaMéxico A.C., a wordplay 

between “Mexico designs” and 

“Design Mexico”. 

Image retrieved on June 2nd, 2013, 

from http://despachocreativo.com/

articulos/disena-mexico/

National context_
The development of Mexican design as an industry has taken a long 
time to get recognition. Even though the Industrial Design degree was 
fi rst introduced in 1955, and the implementation of a design policy 
has been debated since the 1970s, it was not until 1994 when the 
Mexican Government established a National Design Promotion Center. 
Its objective: To assist Small and Medium Enterprises to design products 
for exportation. This was established to take advantage of the new North 
American Free Trade Agreement. Nevertheless, this action had no relevant 
results for the Design sector.1

This led a group of academics, designers and entrepreneurs to create 
DiseñaMexico A.C. in 2008. This organization, headed by Dr. Julio Frías 
Peña, professor at the Monterrey Institute of Technology in Mexico 
City (ITESM) and graduate from the Royal College of Art, met during 
2008 and 2009 with members of the Federal parliament to discuss 
the benefi ts of a Design Policy for the country’s competitiveness. After 
convincing the Parliament about the importance of design for economic 
development, it was concluded that the best way to integrate it would 
be as a horizontal policy2, focusing on 6 areas of impact: Economy, 
Sustainability, Education, Culture & National Identity, Science & 
Technology, and the Design Industry. 

One of the fi rst actions was the inclusion of design into the Science, 
Technology & Innovation Policy in 2009.3 But after 3 years, benefi ts have 
yet to be seen.
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_masiosare studio stand at Habitat 

Expo 2012. Photo by 

masiosare studio.

4_Masiosare is the misreading 

of three words in the Mexican 

National Anthem, which have been 

transformed into a proper name 

by pop culture. Osar, one of these 

words, means to dare; and that is 

exactly what we do in every project. 

We are a bold company and we show 

it by delivering innovative solutions 

for each project. The studio was 

created in 2009, in Mexico City.

http://masiosarestudio.com

This whole situation, together with the fact that there are not many links 
between design and product brands or with the manufacturing industries, 
has led designers to self-publish their work, especially throughout the 
last decade. Most of the existing design studios have been created after 
noticing the lack of relevant jobs, fi nding an easier path on designing, 
manufacturing and commercializing the products themselves rather 
than fi nding companies willing to bet on industrial designers. My case 
was exactly this one: after graduating I started a design studio with two 
of my classmates, masiosare studio4, hoping to develop our own products 
while off ering design services. 

The products created by these studios have had a very slow growth 
on the market, mostly because of the lack of fi nancing, investments 
and experience in product placement, but not because of quality. Also 
confusion has aroused from the national consumers, having a hard time 
diff erentiating and understanding what the design studios are actually 
off ering. There is a lack of eff ective communication in diff erentiating 
products and services. 

As for promotional events in Mexico, there are a few trade fairs where 
design is involved, but without a clear participation. Naming a few, 
Habitat Expo specializes in interior design, focusing more on suppliers; 
Espacio Sede del Regalo is a gift fair with a small design pavilion; Zona 
Maco, which centers in contemporary art, features a design pavilion 
with a high-end value target. Other fairs surround student congresses, 
like Expo Diseño, but no actual buyers or potential clients attend this 
fair. There are some local furniture fairs, which center on traditional 
approaches and manufacturers. A new event called Abierto Mexicano 
de Diseño will take place in October 2013, which aims to become the 
equivalent to a Design Week in Mexico.
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Left_ MoMA Museum Store window 

display for Destination: Mexico. 

Photo by masiosare studio.

Right_Destination: Mexico launch 

event at Soho MoMA Store. Photo 

courtesy of MoMA Design Store. 

5_Retrieved on June 2nd, 2013, 

from http://www.promexico.gob.

mx/en_us/promexico/Acerca_de_

ProMexico

6_MALLET, Ana Elena. México, 
Destino del Diseño. Life&Style, 
May 2012.

7_CID DE LEÓN, Oscar. 
Destaca en NY diseño 
mexicano. Diario Reforma, 
June 2012. 

The game changer_
In 2010, an opportunity was created when Ana Elena Mallet, an art and 
design curator, presented an exhibition of Mexican design in Washington, 
D.C. The event’s success drew the attention of the New York City 
MoMA Store, which showcases every year, an exclusive collection of 
design products from a specifi c country in their New York and Tokyo 
stores. Mexico was then selected to be the spotlight for the 2012 edition 
of Destination: Design. 

MoMA partnered with ProMéxico, a subdivision to Mexico’s Ministry 
of Economy responsible for strengthening the participation of Mexico 
in international economies, supporting export activities of enterprises, 
and promoting trade and investment in innovation and culture5. Together 
with Ana Elena Mallet and the Mexican Design University CENTRO, 
they carried out the 2 years selection process and promotional activities, 
reviewing the portfolios and catalogues of over 300 designers6. Luckily 
for masiosare studio, we were among the 60 designers and studios whose 
products were selected for the collection.

In April 2012, Destination: Mexico; New Mexican Design at MoMA Store 
was successfully launched as a collection of the best of the country’s 
design. According to Mexican newspaper Reforma, on its fi rst month 
the project generated sales for more than $100,000 dollars  (around 
80,000 €)7. After the exclusivity deal with MoMA Store ended, 
ProMéxico decided to expand the promotion project and showcase a few 
of the most successful products at the New York International Gift Fair in 
August 2012. By October 2013, the project will have taken a step further 
into Europe, currently undergoing the selection process to continue at 
Centre Georges Pompidou and Musée d’Orsay gift shops in Paris. 
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International context_
While Mexican design slowly emerges, other countries have successfully 
promoted their designers in international events, such as the Milan 
Design Week, where the most important design proposals from all over 
the world fi ll the streets.

Taking Milan as the most successful example, the swarming attendance 
to the annual furniture trade fair Salone Internazionale del Mobile serves 
as an excuse to showcase design exhibitions in diff erent areas of the 
city. Even though the most recognized brands draw the most attention 
at Salone, the Fuori Salone (outside the fair) exhibitions show countless 
exhibitions, including some organized by diff erent countries, treating 
their approaches sort of like a country brand. I had the opportunity to visit 
the 2013 edition, and was amazed to see the exhibitions with proposals 
from unexpected countries like China, Croatia, Thailand, Belgium, Brazil, 
Denmark… These exhibitions were made possible mainly because of the 
support of government agencies.

The attendance and media impact of these international Design Weeks 
give brands a huge display to show their new collections, especially the 
ones that take place alongside important trade fairs: Salone in Milan, ICFF 
in New York, Maison Objet in Paris, 100% Design in London, Ambiente in 
Frankfurt, or Imm in Cologne. The brands that want to have an impact 
on the sector call in famous designers to design products for their 
catalogs, in order to boost their media impact and therefore enhance 
their market performance. As an example, the Italian brand Magis holds 
a strong position in the design sector for inviting notable fi gures like 
Marc Newson, Rowan and Erwan Bouroullec, Naoto Fukasawa, Phillippe 
Starck, Konstantin Grcic, among many others to design furniture and 

The entrance to Salone 

Internazionale del Mobile 2013. 

Photo by Alessandro Russoti, 

retrieved on June 2nd 2013, from

http://www.cosmit.it/en/milano/

press/photographs/2013_

photos?idp=72157633207551735
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Left_ Magis stand at Salone 

Internazionale del Mobile 2013. 

Image retrieved on June 2nd 2013, 

from http://www.edilportale.com/

Upload/33324_13.jpg

Right_ Aloe by Discoh. Image 

courtesy of Un4Verde.

8_Retrieved on June 1st, 2013, 

from http://www.magisdesign.

com/#/news/225/

9_KLOOS, Robert. Kikkerland 

Celebrates its 20th Anniversary 

during the International 

Contemporary Furniture Fair – 

New York City. Dutchartevents. 

Retrieved on June 1st, 2013, from 

http://www.dutchartevents.com/

usa/usa-new-york/2012/05/18/

kikkerland-20th-anniversary/

accessories for their catalogs. Magis holds one of the largest stands at 
Salone del Mobile, where new products are launched every year. 8 

Brands that have a successful market performance over the world 
participate in as many trade fairs and events as possible. The American 
brand Kikkerland participates in 85 trade fairs a year in diff erent countries 
all over the world, which has helped them settle with distributors and 
sales agents in more than 50 countries.9

As a strategy for designers to promote their products in this kind of 
events, cooperatives and design editors have appeared lately. For 
example, Spanish design studio Discoh founded a brand called Un4Verde 
in 2011. The brand started out as a means to sell and distribute one of 
their products (a discreet sex toy called Aloe that had gathered a lot 
of media attention). Later on, they invited several young designers to 
develop products for the brand, which became a design editor. The brand 
was launched at Salón NUDE in the furniture fair Feria Hábitat Valencia. 
According to José Miguel Abarca, one of the members of Discoh and 
Un4Verde, the biggest challenge is finding the proper distribution 
channels. While the brand and its products had an important buzz behind 
it, their national distribution channels have not produced enough sales 
for the brand to take an important market share. This proves that, as the 
economical crisis has taken its toll on the design industry, local markets 
are becoming less profi table.
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Our proposal_ Made Singular
Facing the great opportunity of international design events, Mexican 
design should be ready to take a step into the global market. With the 
recent support from ProMéxico, small enterprises will have better 
chances to introduce themselves into these events, which will defi nitely 
help boost the market performance of Mexican-designed products in a 
national and international way. But the proper communication skills will 
be of upmost importance.

Preparing ourselves for this, we have decided to develop a brand that 
will specialize in publishing simple products with an international target 
market in mind, establishing the concept of redefi nition as our main 
diff erentiator: 

Made Singular is a brand that redefi nes everyday objects in a singular and 
innovative way for the urban and cosmopolitan lifestyle. Our products are 
simple, bold and playful, focused on a young and independent crowd who 
wants to disengage from everyday’s routine.

We will collaborate with talented studios and independent designers to 
promote new ways of redefi ning objects that may redefi ne your way of life.

The brand’s communication will strongly highlight the Designed in Mexico 
statement, though we will remain open to the possibility of working with 
international designers. The name and brand communication was defi ned 
in English to facilitate comprehension for a wider market. We teamed 
up with branding experts to develop the corporate image and graphic 
materials, with a strong focus on color to diff erentiate the brand.

_One of Made Singular’s promotional 

images, featuring Flaca_ lamp. 

Made Singular’s branding was 

designed in collaboration with 

graphic design specialist LeoLab. 

The main target was to focus it on 

a global market, using diff erent 

colors as a nod to Mexican 

culture. Photo by Made Singular.

_ Monogram for Made Singular, 

used for labels and engravings for 

brand recognition. Designed in 

collaboration with Leolab.
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Above, left to right_ 69_ condom 

case, BeYou_ bracelets, Photoline_ 

image hanger.

Below, left to right_ Grid_ bookcase, 

Jr.Tree_ christmas gift, Bandastic_ 

pencil holder. Photos by Made 

Singular.

The published products will aim to add value through several channels, such 
as fl at packaging, which, in our experience, has proven to be attractive for 
both distributors and consumers because of transportation costs. Products 
will be very easy to assemble, without the need of any tools. We will keep our 
manufacturing processes as simple as possible, aiming for an effi  cient use of 
resources, reducing production lead times and minimum quantities.

The brand was launched in June 2013 through an online store with worldwide 
distribution, using social media, press kits and digital catalogs as diff usion 
channels. A plan for international participation in trade fairs and events is 
being developed with short and medium term actions, integrating a network of 
alliances to establish a strong value chain. 

We believe it is time for Mexican design to stand out in international markets, 
not only for external recognition, but also to increase the national design 
demand. As Dr. Julio Frías mentions:

“It is vital that businesses fully comprehend the benefi ts of design. (…) 
Despite design being a young profession in Mexico, it is ready to make a 
diff erence in the country’s development.” 10 10_Interview – Dr. Julio Frías Peña. 

Sharing Experience Europe: Policy 

Innovation Design. SEE bulletin 

Issue 1 August 2009, p. 9.



Redefining markets_
Setting a differentiation strategy
for the brand
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__A working environment with several 

of Made Singular’s products. Image 

courtesy of masiosare studio.

The concept of redefi nition_
Human beings interact with huge amounts of objects everyday. 
Objects try to satisfy diff erent needs in diff erent ways, ranging between 
conventional approaches and innovative solutions. It would be hard to 
tell if there is an actual need for more objects, but defi nitely people want 
better ones: Objects that redefi ne the way a user interacts with them, 
to change the way they look, the way they are made and even the way 
they work.  

While developing the brand Made Singular, the slogan Objects redefi ned 
was picked as to highlight the approach we intend to take to develop 
products. I will thereby use the term redefi ne to describe three diff erent 
ways in which companies search for innovation, attempting to improve 
objects or set new standards against conventional approaches. The 
following analysis will help to position the brand among potential 
competitors in the Home accessories sector. 
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Redefi ne how they look_
Several brands have tried to accomplish innovation through the visual 
perception of the object. They have positioned themselves as redefi ners 
of the form of products, giving them a geometry that might engage users 
in an emotional level.  The Italian brand Alessi might be one of the best 
examples of this kind of redefi nition: they have commissioned famous 
designers for decades to give their interpretation to everyday objects, 
ranging from organic shapes or abstract conception to cartoonish 
characters. Their founder Alberto Alessi states: 

“A true work of design must be able to move people, to convey feelings, to trigger 
memories, to surprise, to go against the grain... We work on expressive languages 
and on the expressive potential of the items... From this point of view, design 
intended... to conjure up images in people’s minds, which makes them a bit happier, 
still has tremendous potential .” 11

Many brands have used this resource to match concepts in clever 
ways, like Kikkerland’s Luchador Bottle Opener that resembles a Mexican 
wrestler doing a maneuver to open bottles.

Others, like the German brand Koziol, defi ne objects just like characters 
in  toy-like shapes. These interpretations are becoming very popular, to 
the degree that price point retailers like the Danish / Chinese Tiger are 
reproducing large serial productions of character-like objects.

Left_ Kikkerland’s Luchador bottle 

opener.Image retrieved on June 2nd 

2013, from http://www.edilportale.

com/Upload/33324_13.jpg

Right_ Alessi is a company unique 

in its ability to create the fi nest in 

contemporary design in diff erent 

product types, styles, and price levels.

Image retrieved on June 4th 2013, 

from http://www.alessi.com/en/

company/briefl y-alessicourtephotos?i

dp=72157633207551735

11_Retrieved on June 3rd, 2013, 

from http://www.alessi.com/en/

azienda/alessi-in-breve 
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Left_ Eclectic by Tom Dixon. 

Image retrieved on June 4th, 

2013, from http://www.tomdixon.net/

news/2012/10/eclectic-by-tom-dixon-

launches-at-design-week-mexico

Right_ VacaValiente’s Kangaroo. 

Image retrieved on June 4th 2013, 

from http://www.facebook.com/photo.

Redefi ne how they are made_
Other brands have focused their eff orts on redefi ning the materials 
and manufacturing processes in which objects are conceived, from 
the integration of new technologies, manufacturers in search of new 
applications, to sustainability issues. For example, when the Spanish 
brand Lékué redesigned the steel ice trays with silicone plastic in the 
1980’s, they improved the performance of the product in a signifi cant 
way.  The British Tom Dixon designs lampshades, furniture and accessories 
“formed from honest, resilient and heavyweight materials including copper, 
marble, cast iron and wood”,12 which give an elegant appearance inspired 
by the British heritage. 

A brand from Argentina called VacaValiente set as a principle to develop 
different applications for leather as a structural material, designing 
several table-top items based on origami techniques. The results also 
combine the redefi nition of shapes, integrating both a material and 
form redefi nition, which results in leather animal-like trays and desk 
organizers. 

This approach has existed since human beings started looking for new 
materials to improve all kinds of objects. Even though it has mostly been 
related to the development of new technologies, many designers have 
used this resource recently as a way of revalorizing traditional materials 
and processes, setting a current trend. A brand new proposal that fi ts 
this profi le is Panorámica, a cooperative integrated by 7 young Mexican 
designers. Their first collection, Materiality, “analyzes the true value 
in a variety of everyday materials, such as basalt stone, terrazzo, copper 
and glass, usually unnoticed by the contemporary urban dweller.” 13 The 
collection was launched in New York City ICFF in May 2013.  

12_Retrieved on June 2nd, 2013, 

from http://www.tomdixon.net/

products/eu/eclectic-by-tom-dixon

13_Retrieved on June 2nd, 2013, 

from http://www.wearepanoramica.

com/project-materiality/
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Redefi ne how they work_
The third approach has to do with the function of objects and how 
users interact with them. Without getting into detail about the obvious 
technological advances, which have defi nitely redefi ned interaction, 
designers have solved diff erent needs in unexpected ways. The clearest 
example would be the Dutch brand Droog, who developed a doorbell with 
two wineglasses hanging upside down, with a metal piece in between. 
The Bottoms up doorbell, which won a Red Dot Design Award in 2007, 
is described as this: “What we know as a doorbell, a square box, does not 
actually indicate its function. In Bottoms up doorbell nothing is hidden. The 
sound is created and symbolized by the crystal wineglasses. The guests are 
announced with a musical toast of this doorbell.” 14 This approach has a deep 
connection between the function of the object and the concept behind 
it. Another example is from Mexican designers Eos México, who designed 
a penholder called Erizo (hedgehog in Spanish) based on a cleaning brush, 
in which you can stick writing instruments to organize them. This product 
was one of the bestsellers of Destination: Mexico, New Mexican Design at 
MoMA Store collection. 

Nevertheless, this kind of redefinition does not necessarily imply 
changing the function of one object for another one. Many brands and 
designers have improved the functionality of an object by conceiving 
them in different ways and adding more functions. Danish brand 
Normann Copenhagen has developed objects like a collapsible kitchen 
funnel, a foldable trivet or a round chopping knife with great aesthetic 
care, combining the redefi nition of use and form. On the other hand, one 
of the best sellers of the brand Muuto, also from Denmark, combines use 
and material redefi nition through an unfolding pendant lamp.

Left_ Erizo by Eos México was one 

of the bestsellers at Destination: 

Mexico. Image retrieved on June 

3rd, 2013, http://www.dix.mx/store/

product.php?id_product=51

Right_ _Normann Copenhagen’s 

innovative kitchen accessories save 

space and redefi ne the way they are 

used. Image retrieved on June 4th, 

2013, from http://www.normann-

copenhagen.com/galleria/get-organized

14_Retrieved on June 3rd, 2013, 

from http://www.droog.com/store/

accessories/bottoms-up-doorbell/
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Simplifi cation could be another way of redefi ning the function of objects, 
extracting the essence of the function and eliminating the superfl uous. 
Japanese brand Muji has become an expert in this fi eld, by following the 
concept of simplicity kanketsu to “bring a quiet sense of calm into strenuous 
everyday lives.” 15 

These images represent each one of the redefi nition levels with previously 
mentioned examples: Koziol’s Elvis Redefi nes how a tape dispenser looks, 
Panorámica’s Hanging pot Redefi nes how it is made and Droog’s Bottoms 
up redefi nes how a doorbell works.

15_Retrieved on June 3rd, 2013, 

from http://images.businessweek.com/

ss/05/08/secretbrands/

Left_ Muji’s Wall mounted CD player 

Image retrieved on June 2nd,

2013, from 

http://www.muji.eu/pages/online.

asp?Sec=8&Sub=29&PID=5587

Right_Muuto’s Unfold pendant lamp

Image retrieved on June 4th 

2013, from http://www.miliashop.

com/8852-thickbox/unfold-pendant-

suspension-muuto

Center_Panorámica’s Hanging pot 

made in terrazo. Image retrieved on 

June 2nd, 2013, from http://www.

wearepanoramica.com/hanging-pot

Left_Koziol’s Elvis tape dispenser 

Image retrieved on June 2nd 2013, 

from http://www.edilportale.com/

Upload/33324_13.jpg

Right_Droog’s Bottoms up doorbell

Image retrieved on June 4th 2013, 

from http://www.droog.com/store/

accessories/bottoms-up-doorbell/
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Redefi ning the sector_
As previously mentioned, the analysis of these redefi nition approaches 
will help to develop a diff erentiation strategy for the brand Made Singular. 
To gather the necessary information, I have generated a Trend Matrix16 
to gather up specifi c information on several brands: their expressions 
and philosophies, their communication media, their products’ ranges, 
their trend strategies and their points of sale. The objective is to use this 
information to get a wide view of the sector and establish strategic maps, 
where the brands’ strategies and products will be positioned in order to 
fi nd potential market opportunities.

To select the companies for the matrix, I have selected 31 examples, 
featuring Brands, Design editors, and collections to be compared with 
Made Singular, focusing on the home accessories sector. These brands 
may work with in-house design teams or by outsourcing designers or 
design studios. 

A Design editor works as a book editor or publisher. Juan Mellen, Managing 
Director at RED-Association of Spanish Design Companies, provided 
the following defi nition:

“A design editor is a company that doesn’t have its own means of production, 
but commissions other suppliers the manufacture and assembly of the objects 
they off er. Their job is to select the products in which they believe editorially (this 
is what I consider the most important aspect, the selection criteria is the key to 
success), and the management of all operations, which turn a drawing or model 
into a fi nished marketable product, being at the same time able to innovate by 
proposing the best commercial actions.” 17

_ 31 brands and collections from 

diff erent parts of the world were 

selected to illustrate the sector in 

which Made Singular will compete.. 

This map points out each of their 

countries of origin.

16_ The Trend Matrix tool comes 

from 20 years of observation and 

analysis of the toy and furniture 

sectors, which has proven very useful 

to identify key agents in every sector 

and countries that contribute to add 

value to fi nal products. It was created 

by the IGD (Design Research 

and Management Group) of the 

Universidad Politécnica de Valencia 

in Spain.

17_Email interview with Juan Mellen. 

May 2nd, 2013. 
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The editor can also decide which human or marketing needs or concepts 
they want to explore, stating a brief for a designer or design studio to 
develop new products.

I have also included some collections which do not imply a particular brand 
but suppose market competition for Made Singular. As I mentioned on 
the fi rst chapter, many design studios are self-publishing their products, 
some of which have had some success. For example, in order to consider 
the products selected for Destination: Mexico, the collection will be 
included as a single entity.  

These examples were selected from diff erent parts of the world, to try to 
envision a global market. Even though most of them are well-established 
brands with a certain market share, I have also included some new 
proposals to understand how new companies are approaching the Home 
accessories sector. I will address these companies as Potential competitors 
throughout the research. 
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Name Expression Agents Media
Made Singular Objects redefined. Mexican designers Trade fairs, social media, 

videos.

20/20 de la Galería 
Mexicana de Diseño

20/20, perfect vision.
Reflect regional richness 
and different influences 
from Mexico.

20 renown designers 
and 20 new talents from 
Mexico.

Labels and graphics, media 
appearances, trade fairs, 
exhibitions.

Destination: Mexico New Mexican Design at 
MoMA Store

EOS México, Emiliano 
Godoy, Ariel Rojo, Héctor 
Esrawe, Cecilia León de 
la Barra, Colectivo NEL, 
Tsimani, Moises Hernández, 
Alejandra Antón, masiosare 
studio. 

Advertising campaigns, 
store windows, print and 
online editorial coverage, 
launch party, shipping 
inserts, printed event 
invitations.

Ariel Rojo “If you want different 
results, don’t always do 
the same“. Question the 
way in which his works 
are percieved. 

Mexican designer Ariel 
Rojo, colaboration with new 
talents and universities.

Packaging, media 
appearances, promoted 
as a studio rather than 
a brand. Sponsored 
advertisements (as 
mexican talents).

Tsimaní Contribute with a 
new aesthetic for 
contemporary design 
based on characteristic 
and unique elements of 
Mexican tradition.

In-house design team 
(Yolanda Reséndiz / Jesús 
Rentería).

Media appearances, 
social media, sponsored 
advertisements (as 
mexican talents).

Pirwi Create a productive 
platform with a high 
environment care and 
society.

Renown mexican designers: 
Emiliano Godoy, Alejandro 
Castro, Héctor Esrawe, Ian 
Ortega, NEL colectivo…

Media appearances with 
international impact, trade 
fairs (specially in furniture 
fairs and contemporary 
art).

Panorámica Cooperativa Panorámica 
is a group of seven young 
Mexican designers 
exploring new design 
territories.

Victor Alemán, Joel 
Escalona, Jorge Diego 
Etienne, Moisés Hernández, 
José de la O, Ian Ortega 
and Christian Vivanco

Media appearances, trade 
fairs, social media, blogs.

Kikkerland We create, make and 
market well designed 
products. 

Graphic designers like 
Milton Glaser. International 
designers.

85 trade fairs a year, 
packaging and social 
media, design challenges 
with universities.

Fred & Friends To create and distribute 
lovely, useful things for 
you.

In-house design team 
(FRED Studio), they can 
receive proposals from any 
designer.

Packaging, media 
appearances, advertising 
and shopping guides, social 
media and trade fairs.
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Products Trends Channels
Home, Work, Erotic, Style, On 
the go, Holidays, Hospitality

Trends matrix, product maps. Online stores, museum gift shops, 
private online sale clubs, catalogs.

A collection of utilitary objects 
for the home, kitchenware, 
lighting, auxiliary furniture, 
accessories, textiles and jewelry.

Diffusion of Mexican design. Gallery showroom, online store 
and museum gift shops.

Tabletop, furniture accessories, 
desk accessories, stationery, 
jewelry, other personal items. 

MoMA’s Destination: Design 
program showcases emerging 
designers and design themes 
from around the world with 
MoMA exclusive collections. 

MoMA Design stores in NY, 
Japan, & Korea. Online Store.

Decorative objects, home, work 
and style accessories, lighting, 
rugs.

“Stealing the spectator a 
reflection or smile.” Workshops 
with universities, social criticism.

Online store, museum gift shops, 
national and international art 
galleries, private online sale clubs.

Containers in general, for home, 
kitchen, office. Decorative 
accessories and corporate gifts.

Exploration of “serpentina” paper 
with a craftmanship value and 
cultural identity.

Museum gift shops, bazaars, 
national and international art 
galleries, online distributors.

Mainly home furniture and some 
accessories.

Lifestyle, sustainability. One of 
the most renown design brands 
from Mexico.

Showrooms, national and 
international art and design 
galleries, sales agent in Milán for 
European markets.

Home accessories. Material reinterpretation: 
analyzes the true value in a 
variety of everyday materials, 
usually unnoticed by the 
contemporary urban dweller. 

Catalog.

Original, clever, smart, gentle 
things that make you feel happier 
when you use them.

Scouting trips to find new talents. 
Design challenges in different 
countries.

Bookshops, museum gift shops, 
online store, sales representatives 
in different countries.

Tabletop accessories, kitchen 
implements and tools, party 
goods, personal accessories, and 
desk and tech products. 

Develp concepts that mix 
everyday objects with toyish 
iconographic approaches.

Online distribution through 
Amazon, design stores (Brick-
and-mortar retailers), sales agents 
in each continent, catalogs, and 
other web stores.
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Blu dot Blu Dot designs and 

produces a wide 
assortment of modern 
home furnishings. We 
also dig on architecture, 
art, graphic design and 
marketing. And puppies. 

In-house design team. Social media, experimental 
campaigns through 
promotional videos, 
documentaries and web. 
Catalogs.

Vaca Valiente “Loving leather.” // 
“Inspiring emotions.”

In-house design team - 
design lab to research new 
possibilities with leather as a 
structural material.

Trade fairs, social media, 
conferences, workshops.

Mobles114 Mobles 114 is an 
Ecofriendly furniture 
design company based 
on Barcelona.

Javier Mariscal, Enzo Mari, 
Rafael Marquina, Isamu 
Noguchi, Montse Padrós, 
Lluís Porqueras, André 
Ricard, Josep Torres Clavé…

Trade fairs, awards, blog, 
media appearance.

Quattria Bring  industrial design 
closer to users in a 
different way.

Young international 
designers.

Media appearances, 
promotional videos and 
instructions.

Omelette-ed Human and close, 
simple and honest. Good 
design resists time lapse 
gracefully. Made in 
Spain.

La Mamba design studio. Strong corporate image 
and catalogs.

Delica “A careful look at the 
contemporary homes.”

Spanish designers like 
Lievore Altherr Molina, 
Ernest Perrera, Zoocreative.

Trade fairs, press 
appearances. Red dot 
design award.

Un4verde Singular objects.// All of 
our products bring and 
surprise the individuals 
that interact with them.

Spanish designers, new 
talents: CrousCalogero, 
Discoh, Nieto&ventura, 
Obj Estudio, Mermelada 
Estudio, Nadadora.

Packaging, social media, 
participation in national 
trade fairs (NUDE in 
Feria Hábitat Valencia). 
Exhibitions in universities, 
media appearances.

Lékué The emotion of cooking 
at home. Lékué 
innovative tasteful ideas.

In-house design team. Santi 
de Pablo, Cristina Reche.

Trade fairs, newsletters, 
social media, cooking 
demonstrations 
“espacio Lékué”, web 
ideasqueapetecen.com

Alessi “Extra ordinary.” // “The 
useful art.”

Alberto Alessi, collaboration 
with over 500 designers: 
Philippe Starck, Alessandro 
Mendini, Eero Aarnio, 
Jasper Morrison, Karim 
Rashid, Jean Nouvel…

Advertising campaigns, 
stores, design museum 
collections, iconic 
products, videos.
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Products Trends Channels
Home furniture, lighting, 
accessories and textiles.

Experimental campaigns: Real 
Good Experiment, musical 
chairs. Showcase their products 
in funny, unexpected ways 
(with squirls, for example), 
solid fanbase achieved through 
product swaps.

Flagship stores in NY and LA, 
furniture shops and international 
distributors.

Unexpected leather products, 
mainly containers in forms based 
on nature, animals, humans and 
origami. Home, work and on the 
go accessories.

Recycled leather as a structural, 
smart and ecofriendly material.

Museum gift shops, department 
stores, design product stores, 
office stationary stores. 
Representatives in some countries.

Home, office and contract 
furniture and accessories. Classic 
design products.

Combine new proposals with 
classic editions from Spanish 
design, ecofriendly, contract 
projects.

Furniture and design retailers, 
international distributors, wholesale 
for contract.

Home furnishings: tables and 
auxiliary furniture.

Collaboration with architects and 
interior designers. Strong focus 
on an exclusive online channel.

Online store, key distributors, 
private online sale clubs.

Home accessories. Strong focus on art direction and 
corporate image, lifestyle images.

Online store, international design 
stores, sales agents and online 
distributors.

Human component in the 
products, differenciation, poetry, 
simple and practical.

Lifestyle and interior design. Design product stores and 
galleries, also in furniture stores for 
interior design.

Home accessories, table top, 
decoration and erotic toys.

Contemporary new talents. 
Surprise and media buzz.

Online store, design stores and 
pop-up stores.

Kitchenware, eating and cooking 
accessories. 

Communicate the user 
experience: anyone can cook. 
Recipe books, R+D.

High-end stores, speciality stores. 
Online store.

Home appliances and accesories: 
kitchen, home, office, watches, 
glasses.

Research lab in the applied arts. 
Work with renown designers. 
Alessi Museum, other museums’ 
collections

Flagship stores, museum gift 
shops, corners in department 
stores. 
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Danese Milano Light and Space 

Design Environmental 
Innovation

Famous designers like Enzo 
Mari, Bruno Munari, Naoto 
Fukasawa, Yves Behar, 
Karim Rashid…

Trade fairs, flagship stores, 
showrooms, catalogs, 
social media, promotional 
videos, advertising 
campaigns, media 
appearances. 

Magis Magis SpA is a made in 
Italy design company. 

Jasper Morrison, 
Bouroullec, Eero Aarnio, 
Konstantin Grcic, Naoto 
Fukasawa, Marc Newson, 
Philippe Starck

Trade fairs, showrooms, 
media appearances.

Lexon French editor of design 
objects | It is all about 
making an object 
enjoyable for its daily 
use. 

International design team: 
Marc Bethier, Adrian & 
Jeremy Wright, Simone 
Spalvieri & Valentina del 
Ciotto…

Media appearances, design 
edition, prestigious stores. 

Tom Dixon “To illuminate and 
furnish the future.” 
Innovation, inspired by 
the British heritage.

Tom Dixon Media appearances, 
trade fairs, makes their 
own exhibitions like Most 
Salone.

Black + blum Design functional 
products which 
challenge the norm.

Dan Black and Martin 
Blum (An Anglo Swiss 
design partnership based in 
London.)

Explanatory videos, 
trade fairs, awards, media 
appearances.

Droog A Different Perspective 
on Design // Dry = 
Straightforward, basic 
with something extra

Renny Ramakers, Maarten 
Baas, Hector Serrano... 

Studio, stores, media 
appearances, publications, 
Droog hotel and museum, 
exhibitions.

Authentics Authentics 
manufactures simple, 
functional and 
industrially produced 
products for everyday 
use.

Barber + Osgerby, Jean-
Marie Massaud, Fries + 
Zumbühl, Konstantin Grcic, 
Martí Guixé, Albus & 
Legner,  Sebastian Bergne, 
Stefan Diez, Tord Boontje...

Social media and blog, 
mainly in German.

Koziol Koziol creates design 
products that make you 
smile!

Stephan Koziol, in-house 
Werksdesign, Matteo Thun, 
Alessandro Mendini…

Represented at over 
40 international fairs 
every year, social media, 
promotional videos, Koziol 
museum.

Normann 
Copenhaguen

We believe in great 
design. // A way of living, 
a mindset. Challenge 
the conventional design 
rules.

Agnes Fries, Benoit 
Deneufbourg, Ding3000, 
Gabriel Nigro, Marcel 
Wanders, Iskos-Berlin, 
Made by Makers, Ole 
Søndergaard…

Trade fairs, media 
appearances, explanatory 
videos, awards, lifestyle 
images.
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Products Trends Channels
Technical and environment 
lighting, home and contract 
furnishings, storage,  accessories, 
artistic editions, learning toys, 
limited editions, customizable for 
corporate gifts.

Colaboration with renown 
designers.

Flagship stores, showrooms, 
catalogs, online store, interior 
designers.

Home furniture, contract, 
accessories. MeToo kids 
collection.

Work with renown designers to 
create buzz around the brand.

Flagship stores, showrooms, 
catalogs, contract wholesale.

Electronics, luggage, travel, 
office and leisure accessories.

Lectures in conferences and 
design schools, awards.

Flagship stores in France and 
China, museum gift shops, 
distributor network in 65 countries 
(Retail & B2B)

Lighting, furniture and eclectic 
accessories (watches, dishes, 
decoration, kitchenware).

Avoids following trends, creating 
his own British style.

Flagship store, international 
distributors and sales agents.

Kitchenware, home and work 
accessories, electronics, 
decoration, on the go.

Product innovation, break 
schemes. 

Online store, specialized stores, 
museum gift shops, internatinal 
retailers.

Droog offers a selection of 
accessories, lighting, furniture 
and studio work that change your 
experience of daily life.

Experimental approach, lifestyle, 
experience, innovative platforms 
like Design for download.

Flagship store, online store, 
international design retailers.

Living and working, cooking and 
dining, bathroom and toiletries, 
bags and travel accessories, 
storage and disposal.

Work with renown designers to 
create buzz around the brand.

Online store, specialized 
distributors.

Home, kitcheh, bath, office, 
bags, lamps.

Art at work. Everyday objects 
that become characters.

More than 3,000 specialty dealers 
and retailers in 50 countries. 
Online store.

Home furniture and accessories 
(kitchen, bathroom, dining and 
service)

Product innovation, awards, 
aesthetic care of their imagery.

Flagship store, online store, 
platforms like Amazon, design 
retailers, museum gift shops.
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Muuto We are striving to 

expand the Scandinavian 
design tradition with new 
and original perspectives.

Scandinavian talents. Social media (strong focus 
on Instagram), trade fairs.

Hay HAY’s ambition is to 
encourage Danish 
furniture design’s 
return to the innovative 
greatness of the 
1950’s and 1960’s in a 
contemporary context. 

HAY is committed to 
nurturing and promoting the 
originality of young talents 
as well as exploring the 
twisted minds of established 
designers. (Bouroullec 
brothers, etc.)

Media appearances, 
website.

Design House 
Stockholm

“Don’t make something 
unless it is both 
necessary and useful; 
but if it is both necessary 
and useful, don’t hesitate 
to make it beautiful.”

Scandinavian designers, 
renown and newcomers.

Trade fairs, press 
appearances, videos and 
social media.

Muji Quality products with no 
brand.

In-house design team, 
colaboration with famous 
designers like Naoto 
Fukasawa, James Irvine, 
Jasper Morrison…

Characteristic cardboard 
packaging, stores, catalogs 
and books.

Praxis Praxis is a design and 
manufacturing company 
with a commitment 
to quality production. 
Objects in our collection 
are functional and useful 
on a daily basis.

European designers: 
Big-Game, TAF, 
Alexander Taylor, Alexis 
Georgacopoulus, Tomás 
Alonso, Tomas Kral

Trade fairs, catalogs, social 
media. 

_The information on the Trend Matrix was taken from the 

companies websites, listed in order of appearance:

_Made Singular: http://madesingular.com

_20 20 de la Galería Mexicana de Diseño: http://veinteveinte.mx

_Destination: Mexico, New Mexican Design at MoMA Store: 

http://www.momastore.org/

_Ariel Rojo: http://www.arielrojo.com/Ariel_Rojo/Ariel_Rojo.html

_Tsimani: http://www.tsimanistudio.com

_Pirwi: http://pirwi.com/english/

_Panorámica: http://www.wearepanoramica.com

_Kikkerland: http://www.kikkerland.com

_Fred & Friends: http://fredandfriends.com

_Blu dot: http://www.bludot.com

_Vacavaliente: http://www.vacavaliente.com

_Mobles114: http://www.mobles114.com

_Quattria: http://www.quattria.com/es/index.php

_Omelette-ed: http://www.omelette-ed.com

_Delica: http://delica.parklex.com
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Products Trends Channels
Furniture, lighting and home 
accessories

“We handpick the brightest 
design talent in Scandinavia 
and give them the freedom to 
express their individual story 
through everyday objects. Some 
want to alter the world, others 
fi nd passion in colour and shape 
and others still, draw deeply from 
personal experience.”

Online stores, wholesale for 
contract, design retailers on 
international scale, sales agents.

Contemporary furniture, 
accessories and textiles (rugs, 
linen, etc).

“HAY operates in the fi eld 
between architecture and 
fashion bridging the statics from 
architecture and the dynamics 
from fashion. We are ambitious 
in the fi eld of innovation and the 
use of cutting edge technology.”

Flagship stores in Denmark, 
Norway, Germany and a wide 
network of dealers worldwide. 
High end design stores worldwide, 
contract wholesale, Online store.

Living accessories, furniture, 
lighting and fashion.

Lifestyle, interior design. 
Promote new designers with 
Glass Scholarships and other 
promotional platforms. 

Flagship stores, shops in shops and 
partner boutiques. Museum gift 
shops, department stores.

Furnishing and accessories: 
Home, work, leisure  on the go, 
fashion and electronic. 

Colaboration with renown 
designers and companies. 
Lifestyle projects like Muji house 
and Muji car. Good quality.

Online store, fl agship stores 
around the world, corners, Muji to 
Go stores in airports.

Desktop items, personal gadgets 
to household utilities and travel 
accessories.

Bring European design to the 
Asian market.

Online store, private online sale 
clubs.

_Un4verde: http://www.un4verde.com

_Lékué: http://www.lekue.es

_Alessi: http://www.alessi.com/en/

_Danese Milano: http://www.danesemilano.com

_Magis: http://www.magisdesign.com

_Lexon: http://www.lexon-design.com

_Tom Dixon: http://www.tomdixon.net

_Black + Blum: http://www.black-blum.com/homepage/

_Droog: http://www.droog.com

_Authentics: http://www.authentics.de

_Koziol: http://www.koziol-shop.de

_Normann Copenhagen: http://www.normann-copenhagen.com

_Muuto: http://www.muuto.com

_Hay: http://hay.dk

_Design House Stockholm: http://www.designhousestockholm.com

_Muji: http://www.muji.com

_Praxis: http://www.praxis-design.com.hk
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Positioning the brand_
After fulfilling the matrix, I have selected images of the most 
representative products from these entities and organized in a Tumblr18  
blog platform, which will serve as an image database. I selected Tumblr 
because of its ability to integrate tags into the posted images, which can 
be used to fi lter images into categories. I used a blog theme called Pop 
Gallery19 , which allows the site to have search tools and a sidebar menu 
with direct links to some fi ltered categories. In the following chapter I 
will explain in more detail how categories were established. 

As a fi rst exercise with these images, I singled out the most relevant 
product for each entity, including Made Singular, to establish a Strategic 
Map20, a tool to visualize how markets work. The product selection 
was achieved by searching the amount of awards, product’s popularity 
on the web, top sellers in online stores, media buzz, and if they are 
featured in the most relevant design stores (like MoMA Design store). 
The information gathered on the trend matrix was used in the way of 
keywords (mainly from the expression, trends and product fi elds) to 
position the products by the way the entities Redefi ne them. The map 
compares the three levels in three axis: Redefi ne their look, Redefi ne how 
they’re made and Redefi ne how they work, using circles as a  part of the 
diagram to show overlapping areas. 

The positioning of the products shows some level of saturation in the 
Look area. The potential strategy for Made Singular is to move towards 
the center, by increasing the focus towards redefi ning materials and 
function for future products. The integral redefi nition of objects will be 
used as a diff erentiation strategy.

_The product images were taken 

from each of the companies’ websites 

or online shops. They are collected 

in the following blog, using tags as 

fi lters for categorization.   

http://ms-smaps.tumblr.com

psw: upv

18_Tumblr is a highly customizable 

microblogging platform that allows 

you to post texts, photos, quotes, 

links, music and videos easily from a 

web browser, email, and mobile apps.   

http://tumblr.com/

19_PopGallery Tumblr theme is 

available at http://themeforest.net/

item/pop-gallery-tumblr-theme/155

6214?ref=misspato&ref=misspato&cl

ickthrough_id=141930204&redirect_

back=true

20_URBAN, Glen and HAUSER, 

John. Design and Marketing of New 

Products. Prentice Hall Inc. 1993.
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Redefining the offer_
Finding market opportunities 
to design new products



Home

Work

Style

Holidays

Erotic

On the go

Hospitality
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__Made Singular‘s current product 

catalog is divided into 7 product 

families: Home (redefi ne your place), 

Work (redefi ne your workspace), 

Style (redefi ne your look), Holidays 

(redefi ne your traditions), Erotic 

(redefi ne your sensuality), On the go 

(redefi ne your trip) and Hospitality 

(redefi ne your service). The two 

last ones will not be released for 

the launch. Each of the families is 

represented by a color throughout 

the brand’s imagery. 

Redefi ning the product catalog_
Besides getting the right distribution channels and creating media buzz, 
one of the fi rst actions after Made Singular is launched will be to start 
developing new products, under the diff erentiation strategy stated on 
the previous chapter. To decide which kind of products to develop, one 
of our main concerns is fi nding real market needs to reduce the risk 
while the company grows.

One of the actions will be trying to expand markets targeting value 
Innovation while keeping costs low, following advice from the Blue Ocean 
Strategy20. To achieve this, I will generate product maps in which two 
diff erent axes will showcase potential scenarios for several products21. 
The axes will be divided into diff erent levels according to products’ 
attributes, comparing existing value propositions from the potential 
competitors. Saturated areas could mean an excess of propositions 
where more detailed analysis could be needed, while vacant areas will 
identify potential market opportunities. 
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Each potential scenario will be established according to Made Singular’s 
product families. To begin with, I have built a chart to visualize if the 
potential competitors are off ering products related to each of Made 
Singular’s product families (using similar terms to defi ne their categories, 
regardless of being furniture, accessories or lighting). Each solid color bar 
represents how many of them knowingly off er related products, while the 
lighter ones above represent an indirect off er related to each family (in 
order to consider objects that could be categorized into these families 
but are not strictly implied). 

Home
32

Work
23 + 5

Style
7 + 2

Holidays
11 + 4

Erotic
2 + 1

On the go
19 + 1

Hospitality
11 + 10

20_ KIM, W. Chan and 

MAUBORGNE, Renée. Blue 

Ocean Strategy. Translated by A. de 

Hassan. Bogotá: Grupo Editorial 

Norma, 2005. ISBN 958-04-

8839-8
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As the Home accessories sector was the main focus of the analysis, all of 
the potential competitors off er something related to it. Thus Home will be 
the fi rst point of reference to study. Work and On the go accessories also 
came with high off erings, while Hospitality features a high level of indirect 
off er. These will also be further studied in their respective product maps. 

It can also be observed that Style and Erotic are of little relevance against 
the selected potential competitors. Even though these can be treated 
as a potential market opportunity to explore from this sector’s point of 
view, creating maps for these families would not give relevant results. 
Particular research on their sectors could be developed in the future, to 
gain better insight on how their markets work.

Straightly speaking, Holidays would have a lot more indirect off er focusing 
on the Gifts sector, but I found relevant that several of the potential 
competitors are developing new strategies to take advantage of it. A 
simple map will be generated to approach the subject. 

Establishing categories_
As it was previously stated, sets of keywords based on the Trend Matrix 
information were used as tags to filter the products into different 
categories. To set them up, I used a basic form to answer simple questions 
with each product’s attributes:

_How is the product redefi ned? 
(By its look, its material, its function)

_Which family would it belong to? 
(Home, work, style, holidays, erotic, on the go, hospitality)

_Where is the product used? 
(Kitchen, bathroom, offi  ce, travel, restaurant…)

_When is the product used? 
(Everyday, occasionally, seasonally…)

_What kind of product is it? 
(An organizer, tool, furniture, lighting, decorative, electronic…)

_Which attributes does it have? 
(Portable, fl exible, interactive, rigid, dynamic…)

_Who sells it? 
(Made Singular, Un4Verde, Blu dot, Danese Milano, Hay, Muji…)

_Country of origin. 
(Mexico, Spain, USA, Italy, Denmark, Japan…)

_Other relevant information. 
(Awarded, bestseller, based on a specifi c culture…)

21_ CAPPER, Mark. Scenarios as a 

Design and Product Planning Tool. 

Design for the Future. Innovation. 

IDSA, Summer 2004. 
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Home_
Redefi ne your place

The first featured map focuses on the Home family, positioning 
representative products in physical areas of the house. I defi ned the 
vertical axis based on social attitudes:  Personal vs. Collective, after 
perceiving several attributes that relate to individuals, couples or families. 
The horizontal axis is based on general activities, which I defi ned as Task 
vs. Rest. The resulting comparison fi elds aim at positioning the products 
in the most common house areas: Bathroom / Laundry (commonly 
considered a more personal task), Bedroom (a place for personal rest), 
Kitchen (as a collective task), and Living room / Common areas (as collective 
rest). 

In order to have a deeper understanding of the value proposition 
represented, I divided the axes into 10 diff erent levels, according to 
specifi c attributes for each of the house areas. Each level is represented 
by a row or column. This means a product positioned on a specific 
coordinate possesses the specifi c attributes designated in its row and 
column. Color-highlighted areas point out empty coordinates that could 
be translated as potential design briefs. Each highlight is labeled with a 
letter to diff erentiate each other. 

In general terms, there are plenty home accessories with many diff erent 
characteristics, which could be translated into a saturated market. 
Most of the companies target the kitchen, taking advantage of the 
constant renewal of its products. The common areas have also plenty of 
presence, mainly because they are places that work as a window display 
for outsiders. The attention in these two areas is mainly translated as 
tabletop, decorative and service accessories. Bathrooms and Bedrooms 
focus mainly on personal items. 

The interesting results came from expanding the more personal areas 
towards outsiders, as well as the collective ones towards individuality.  

The attention to guests is an attitude with little presence on the bathroom 
and bedroom areas. For example, the off er towards bathrooms strongly 
focuses on personal items, like tools and organizers to freshen-up, while 
guest bathrooms have little impact. Some products have appeared to 
attend this issue in general ways, but it is not rare to have a visit staying 
over, who might need to take a bath, change clothes or just freshen up. 
This potential concept is labeled with letter A.  

The staying over issue appears once again on the bedroom area by the 
Leisure level, which is the one labeled with letter B. The range of guests 
could include friends in pajama parties, visiting relatives, or even one-
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night stands. As you can see this Leisure gap expands towards family, 
roommates, and couple situations, which could mean entirely diff erent 
things for each of them22. The pink circle inside the highlighted area 
points out a potential opportunity related to the Erotic product family. 

On the other hand, Kitchenware and accessories focus on showcasing 
dining places for families and potential guests, with little consideration 
towards individuality. The empty area in which Storage crosses with 
the Undefi ned23 and Individual levels, labeled with letter C, could deal 
with new concepts like urban orchards for personal consumption, 
personal composters (Undefi ned storing) or containers and organizers 
to distinguish food on roommate situations (Individual storing).

22_ The leisure activities on the 

bedroom side should be considered 

as more “private” than the ones that 

take place in the living room and 

common areas (like board games). 

23_ The Undefi ned kitchen level was 

established to place products that 

may belong to the house or appear 

out of the kitchen, to deal with 

disposal, grills. and other tools.
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Work_
Redefi ne your workspace

The second map focuses on the Work family. While gathering product 
images I noticed the main kind of Work accessories are either organizers 
or tools. I decided to approach the analysis in a horizontal axis evaluating 
Organizers vs. Tools in diff erent scales, considering the largest to be 
furniture (bookshelfs or desks) to small organizers for each level, and 
then from simple tools to powered devices. The vertical axis is based on 
physical attributes: Fixed vs. Portable, to achieve the following comparison 
areas: Fixed organizers, Fixed tools, Portable organizers and Portable tools. 

As in the previous map, I divided the axes into 10 diff erent levels to 
represent specifi c attributes in rows and columns. The green highlighted 
areas mark potential opportunities, labeled with letters. 

A general review of the map shows the wide array of desktop organizers, 
mainly for writing tools and similar. The current value proposition for most 
of them is a dynamic approach to compete against simple containers, 
focusing on fl exibility and playful forms. On the tools side, the increase 
of new gadgets and technological devices has led several brands to 
develop accessories to accompany them. Most of this off er focuses on 
more dynamic objects, leaving a potential opportunity on the top fi xed 
levels, labeled with letter D. Fixed wire organizers or modular stands for 
devices are some broad ideas to develop the concept. 

Further down on the opposite side, the opportunity labeled with letter 
E shows a lack of dynamic auxiliary furniture or large organizers, for 
backpacks, coats or other large objects, which could be moved if needed. 

Towards the center, the Made to be moved around offi  ce level off ers a 
large opportunity, labeled with letter F. It is not uncommon to have 
workspaces transforming constantly according to the days requirements 
like meetings, cleaning, or even having lunch, for which semi-portable 
organizers and tools will come in handy. 

The fourth potential opportunity presents a scenario of portable 
workspaces, labeled G. Considering transportation times and movable 
devices, the Moving offi  ce idea can represent an interesting value off er 
when thinking, “time is money”. The highlight is also colored in orange to 
represent a potential opportunity for the On the Go family.
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Holidays_
Redefi ne your traditions

The third map displays a broad view of how the Holidays market works. 
It is important to mention most of the products of the Home accessories 
sector can be marketed as gifts (some companies have taken advantage 
of this potential, by developing customization services like inscriptions, 
as well as gift-wrapping paper). Nevertheless, I kept the scenario 
surrounding traditions and customs, whose iconography and functionality 
has been used as inspiration for several objects. The vertical axis deals 
with the deepness of cultural conventions, ranging from international 
concepts to localized customs, stated as Global vs. Traditional. This axis 
is divided into levels that include well-known rituals, religious or regional 
elements and the use of local iconography as formal inspiration for 
universal products. 

The horizontal axis has to do with the seasonal nature of these products. 
Anytime vs. Seasonal places the products into the temporality of their 
functions, which could be strictly seasonal or used throughout the year. 
Concepts like travel souvenirs and other holiday-inspired gifts were 
considered as levels for this axis, to have explicit categories for these 
occasions. 

As there are fewer value propositions targeting the Holidays concept, the 
map was simplifi ed into 6 levels instead of the 10 used in the previous 
maps. Even though there are less rows and columns, the placement left 
enough room for a couple of potential opportunities. 

Focusing on the more universal aspects, it can be appreciated that there 
are local rituals and objects which are globalizing, like Chinese chopsticks 
or English tea sets. The shapes of countries and city landscapes are 
commonly used to defi ne formal aspects of products, with the advantage 
of international recognition of these elements. The first potential 
opportunity appeared in these levels: objects for special occasions using 
a Global iconography, and Souvenirs in the form of well-known traditional 
objects. I merged them together into the labeled H area, to consider in-
between possibilities to market this objects.

The second opportunity appears widely on the lower part of the map, 
where local identity plays its part. Lots of products already use local 
iconographic shapes as inspiration for more quotidian objects, but 
approaching local functionalities based on rituals and cultural behaviors 
can be a potential opportunity. This area, labeled with letter I, should 
consider Souvenirs and gifts for general holidays like Mother’s Day, 
Halloween, Valentines Day, etc. 
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On the go_
Redefi ne your trip

The fourth map integrates On the go accessories: portable objects for 
diff erent kinds of tasks that may come in handy on our journeys. Similar 
to the way Work accessories were mainly divided into organizers and 
tools, these products can be divided because of the main action they 
perform: objects that carry (like bags, backpacks, purses, cases) against 
objects that assist the user (providing information or executing a certain 
task). Thus the horizontal axis was defi ned as Carry vs. Assist. The vertical 
axis approaches to the temporality of their use, named Everyday vs. 
Occasional, to include unusual situations like weather conditions and 
traveling.

As there were not as much products as on the Home and Work maps, the 
axis were divided into six levels, taking in consideration possible market 
expansions on the frontiers between diff erent levels of value proposition. 

One of the main characteristics of the objects placed on the Carry 
side of the map are the multiple fi nishes and materials in which they 
are presented. This comes to reflect and communicate the users’ 
personalities, for they carry personal items that defi ne identities. These 
objects are trying to integrate versatile functionalities, to fi t user needs 
over diff erent situations, like transformable backpacks or condensable 
bags. A clear representation of this can be appreciated in tablet / iPad 
cases that become stands, where the object becomes a tool to display, 
complementing its task as a container. I found two potential opportunities 
on this part of the map while thinking about the possibilities of merging 
the concepts of single item cases and tools to display information, labeled 
J for items used on a daily basis and labeled K towards more sporadic 
situations. 

Another opportunity appeared on the lower part of the Carry side, where 
Medium containers intersects with Seasonal / specifi c situations and Short 
trips / stay-overs. The area, marked with letter L, could be approached in 
the form of survival kits that include all the necessary items (like phone 
chargers, tooth brush, etc.) for unexpected activities, like having to stay 
over at work, crashing at a friend’s house, or even new ways of traveling 
like low-cost fl ights with luggage limitations. 
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Hospitality_
Redefi ne your service

The last map covers the Hospitality family, which focuses on objects for 
the Service industry: restaurants, cafes, hotels, bars, and other similar 
businesses. These products will be targeted towards interior designers, 
trying to accommodate their projects’ requirements with customizable 
attributes. Some elements targeted for Retail businesses were also 
included, as they are part of the sector’s offer towards Commercial 
Interior Design. 

The map for this family analyses two main tasks, established in the 
horizontal axis as Serve vs. Display. Serve includes tools, containers 
and surfaces, mainly considering elements that meet a restaurant’s 
requirements. Display features the need for showcasing products, 
information, or even creating a certain atmosphere for the establishment. 

The vertical axis retakes the physical attribute analysis made for the 
Work family: Fixed vs. Portable, which can off er an array of appealing 
characteristics for spaces with a continuous fl ow of people. 6 levels were 
used to divide the possibilities of each axis, once again trying to expand 
boundaries for possible combinations. 
 
To begin with, as most of the offer towards this sector is targeted 
indirectly, it is important to consider complementary research to test this 
hypothetic scenario (it is recommended for every potential outcome to 
develop further research). This resulting map showed several items that 
could be integrated into the Serving side, particularly tabletop containers 
as centerpieces and plates. Some tools and surfaces are also available, 
though a gap presented on the Fixed - Dynamic Tools intersections. This 
possibility is labeled with letter M, and should study which tools take part 
throughout the main course of action between both the consumers and 
service providers in diff erent scenarios. 

The second opportunity appears on the lower part of the map, marked 
N. This is a wide area that covers Product and Information displays with 
Dynamic – Portable characteristics. Tabletop menu displays could be 
redefi ned for this concept, taking into consideration its integration with 
centerpieces and other dining elements. The area is also connected with 
the Dynamic Surfaces intersection, which could be merged as another 
way to add value for the business.
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Design briefs_
Setting the conceptual data 
based on the results

A, B, C, D, E, F...



Home Work Holidays On the go Hospitality
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24_The complete references for the 

images used in the Moodboards can 

be found at the end of this document.

25_While conducting my Masters 

degree, I had the opportunity to 

attend to several Trend Forecasting 

entities presentations, such as 

Nelly Rodi’s 2014/2015 and OTH 

(Observatorio de Tendencias del 

Hábitat) 13-15. I was also able to 

review some of their catalogs, as 

well as other agencies’ ones like 

Promostyl, Domovisión and 

David Report. 

_This chart shows the amount 

of potential opportunities found 

throughout the 5 product maps. The 

bicolor circles state the possibility 

to develop the opportunity towards 

another family (Concept B would 

work for the Home or Erotic families, 

G for Work or On the go).

Analyzing the results_
After the generation of the 5 Product Maps we came with a total of 14 
potential market opportunities. These opportunities, which should take 
under consideration the Redefi ned diff erentiation strategy stated earlier 
on this document, will be presented individually on this chapter as 
conceptual data of the project boundaries of the Design Brief. 

Each of them will include a brief description of the opportunity, several 
concepts related to trends and new behaviors, and a Moodboard24, 
which is a set of images to illustrate the opportunities. The source for 
these concepts is based on the exposure towards Trend Forecasting 
entities presentations and catalogs25, experiences in the Valencia and 
Milan Design Weeks, design blogs and publications, social media, contact 
with designers and professors, following opinion leaders on the design 
fi eld, among many others. This is the result of constant observation and 
assimilation of information, which should be a fundamental attitude for 
every designer.

A

D

J

MHB

E

K

NIC

F

G L
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Concept A_
Bathroom accessories related to guests.

Family_
Home

•Stay-overs: crashing at a friends house.
•New family structures: families by choice, shared bathrooms.
•Reduced spaces: bathroom-dresser.

A1_Mini shelves, Bug Collection by 

Rui Pereira and Ryosuke Fukusada, 

for exhibition”Another Perspective”. 

A4 & A5_Lavanity by THINKK 

Studio, for exhibition “Another 

Perspective”.

A5

A2A1

A4A3
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Concept B_
Bedroom leisure activities related to 
couples, roomates or guests.

Family_
Home / Erotic

•Stay-overs: crashing at a friends house, slumber parties.
•Citizens of the world: visiting relatives or friends.
•Couples: move in together, just married, LGBT couples, one-
night stands, privacy from roomates.

B1_Community TV Series.

B4_Hotel Poplife by DIN 

Interiorismo. 

B4B3

B2B1
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Concept C_
Individual or external cooking, storage, harvest and 
disposal items related to the kitchen.

Family_
Home

•New family structures: distinguish your food 
between roommates.
•Reduced space: cupboard organizers, individual property on 
shared spaces.
•Conscious consumers: urban harvest, slow food, reduce 
energy consumption. 
•Disposal: personal composters.

C1_Flatshare Fridge by Stefan 

Buchberger.

C3_Mobile Hospitality by Ania 

Rosinke and Maciej Chmara.

C4_Biodigester Island, the Microbial 

Home project, Philips Design Probes.

C5_ Urban Harvest Series by 

Sebastiaan Sennema.

C5

C3C1 C2

C4
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Concept D_
Fixed, detachable or dynamic organizers or tools, 
related to devices or powered equipment. 

Family_
Work

•Connectors: power chargers, headphones, auxiliary devices, wire 
organization, wireless possibilities.
•Adaptable workspaces: home-working, reduced spaces. 
•Multiplicity of devices: computers, smart phones, tablets, music 
devices, cameras, printers, scanners, telephones.
•Multitasking: emails, social media, mobile messaging, 
video-calls.

D2_Public resonance by Sam Weller. 

D4D3

D2D1D1
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Concept E_
Dynamic auxiliary furniture or organizers
for large objects. 

Family_
Work

•New cubicles: co-working spaces, home-working, 
reduced spaces, living offi  ce. 
•Do what you love: creative industries, start-ups, freelancers, 
drive your bike to work, comfortable spaces.

E1_Studio Stunts by Christian 

Nyampeta.

E2_Studio Stunts by Christian 

Nyampeta.

E3_Herman Miller’s Living Offi  ce 

concept. Illustrations by Daniel 

Carlsten.

E4

E2E1

E3
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Concept F_
Small organizers or tools for dynamic workspaces. 

Family_
Work

•Transforming environments: from desk to dining table, team 
meetings, workshops, home offi  ce. Adaptability.
•Collaboration: co-working, multidisciplinary teams, makers.
•Creative industries: design, architecture, art, fi lm, photography, 
music, software…
•Nomadic objects: portability, practical, simple, comfortable, 
“disordered order”

F1_Joyn by Rowan & Erwan 

Bouroullec for Vitra.

F2_Quircky NYC offi  ce design.

F4_El Taller de Radios 

co-working space.

F1

F4F3

F2
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Concept G_
Portable workspaces. 

Family_
Work / On the go

•Nomadic workspaces: freelancers, students, start-ups.
•Multitasking: moving offi  ce, “time is money”, 
transportation times.
•Portable gadgets and devices: tablets, smart phones, chargers.

G3_Coventry University Hub by 

HawkinsBrown. 

G4_Boxed by Tyrone Stoddart.

G5

G2G1

G4G3

G2
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Concept H_
Souvenirs or items for special occasions, based on global 
iconography and well-known traditions. 

Family_
Holidays

•Redefi ne tradition: contemporary ambiences, back to basics, 
process and material sensibility.
•Third culture kids: relationship with all cultures, citizens of the 
world, living on the move.
•Redefi ne souvenirs: low-cost travel, luggage limitations, museum 
gift-shops, simplicity, new craftsmanship. 

H1_ La Siesta (botijo) by Héctor 

Serrano for La Mediterránea.

H4_Paper seat based on a Chinese 

gluing paper technique, Future 

Tradition project by PINWU.

H1

H4

H2

H3
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Concept I_
Gifts whose functionality is inspired by holidays, 
regional, religious or local traditions.

Family_
Holidays

•Redefi ne tradition: contemporary approach, simplicity, storage.
•General festivities: mother’s / father’s day, Halloween, 
Valentine’s Day.
•Traditional activities: day of the dead altars, posadas and 
pastorelas, traditional dishes or rituals. 

I3_Popville by Anouck Boisrobert & 

Louis Rigaud.

I2I1

I4I3
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Concept J_
Single item containers and cases, which display 
information needed on a daily basis. 

Family_
On the go

•New technological devices: smart phones, Google glasses, tablets, 
augmented reality, scan codes, wires and chargers
•Urban mobility: public transportation, bicycles, walking, cars.
•Information display: name tags, ID badges, services, codes, 
medical conditions or allergies. 

J2_New York City Metro cuff  by 

Tiff any Burnette.

J5_The Cordito by This is ground.

J2J1

J6J4 J5

J3

J4

J2
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Concept K_
Single item containers and cases, which display 
information or have other functions for sporadic 
situations.

Family_
On the go

•Occasional situations: weather conditions, specifi c tasks 
or events. 
•Multifunctional objects: comfort, practical, simplicity, 
sudden needs. 

K1_Vice Holser for Cigarettes 

and Flask.

K3_TaskOne iPhone multi-tool case.

K4_Brolly Texting Umbrella.

K2K1

K4K3
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Concept L_
Medium containers for specifi c situations or short trips.

Family_
On the go

•Unexpected activities: work late, stay-overs.
•Contemporary survival kit: chargers, memory cards, basic hygiene 
elements, tools, access to information, medications. 
•Short trips: road trips, backpackers, excursions, low cost travel, 
luggage limitations, eco-tourism. 

L3_Ryan Air: stand in short fl ights.

L4_The Mopha Bike Tool Roll.

L1

L4L3

L2
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Concept M_
Fixed-dynamic tools for serving.

Family_
Hospitality

•Service design: SMEs, limited staff , continuous fl ow of people, 
food trucks / food carts, standardizing processes.
•Slow food trend: highlight the process, contemporary 
craftsmanship, friendly environments.
•Food quality: Mexican food’s good fl avor / bad reputation.

M1_Lina Huring design.

M4

M2M1

M3
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Concept N_
Product or information displays with dynamic 
or portable attributes.

Family_
Hospitality

•Service industry: hotels, restaurants, bars, cafes, nightclubs.
•Tabletop elements: menus, displays, surfaces, centerpieces.
•Service design: standardized processes, continuous flow of 
people, costumer satisfaction, social media.
•Customization: interior design, adaptability.

N1_Del Popolo mobile Pizzeria.

N3_Nando’s by Blacksheep.

N4_East Borough, Photos by 

Jennifer Chong.

N2N1

N5N4

N3
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Development strategy_
To satisfy Made Singular’s needs, this project will serve as a Design Brief 
for new product development. The 14 potential opportunities introduce 
very interesting approaches, which will be presented to my business 
associates upon my return to Mexico. 

I will also present the following chart in which I propose a potential 
development strategy for product launching. According to previous 
years’ experience, I suggest to have two catalog updates each year. The 
fi rst will be for spring, targeting the dates close to Milan Design Week and 
other international trade fairs; the second will be in autumn, targeting the 
Christmas season and events like Abierto Mexicano de Diseño. 

The potential opportunities are placed in the chart according to Made 
Singular’s current catalog. Because On the go and Hospitality families have 
not been launched, their concepts present a higher priority than those 
for Home and Work. The Holidays concepts present seasonal attributes 
and should be launched according to this situation. I have positioned 
them for three periods: Autumn 2013, Spring 2014 and Autumn 2014. 

Of course, this does not mean all of the potential opportunities will be 
developed. The concepts can also be validated from other points of 
view, according to substitute products and integrating costumer’s opinions. 
Before each development period starts, new maps and research should 
be carried out. As it is known, Chinese producers and price point retailers 
will be a constant threat towards our off er, so it should be of upmost 
importance to keep redefi ning the strategies to add value.

_Photo courtesy of 

masiosare studio.
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Autumn 2013 Spring 2014 Autumn 2014

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N



Redefining the vision_
Project conclusions.
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Redefiniendo la visión_
El desarrollo de este proyecto me ha sido muy útil, pues me ha aportado una 
visión más amplia del sector en el que competirá Made Singular. Analizar 
la oferta del mercado me ha hecho comprender que se requiere una actitud 
muy proactiva para tener un resultado rentable. 

La integración de herramientas de visualización como los mapas de producto 
ha sido una gran manera de descubrir posibles territorios inexplorados para 
productos potenciales. Creo que será de gran ayuda para facilitar la toma 
de decisiones de mi compañía, convirtiéndose en técnicas de validación para 
redefinir nuestro proceso de conceptualización. 

Sin embargo, es importante mencionar que estas oportunidades vienen con 
fecha de caducidad. La redefinición de estos mapas, integrando nuevas 
propuestas de valor y aplicando nuevos criterios, serán una actividad 
constante de Made Singular para mantener nuestra oferta actualizada. 
La continua redefinición de la visualización de consumidores, mercados y 
necesidades nos ayudará a seguir desarrollando soluciones innovadoras para 
redefinir el estilo de vida de las personas. 

__

Para finalizar, quisiera agradecer el apoyo de las personas que enriquecieron 
este proyecto con sus comentarios, puntos de vista y aportaciones. He 
disfrutado mucho el desarrollo de este documento, que espero pueda 
contribuir a la construcción de la industria de diseño mexicano.
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Redefining the vision_
The development of this project was very useful for me to have a broader 
vision of a sector in which Made Singular will compete. Analyzing the 
offer in the market made me realize it will require a very proactive 
attitude to have a profitable outcome. 

The integration of visualization tools like the product maps has been 
a great way to discover possible unexplored territories for potential 
marketable products. I think it will be very helpful to aid the decision-
making for my company, becoming validation techniques to redefine our 
conceptualization processes.  

Nevertheless, it is important to mention these opportunities have an 
expiration date. The redefinition of these maps, integrating new value 
propositions and applying new criteria, will have to be a constant activity 
for Made Singular in order to keep our offer up to date. Continuously 
redefining the visualization of consumers, markets, and needs, will help 
us to keep developing innovative solutions to redefine people’s lifestyles.

__ 

Finally, I would like to thank the support from the people that enriched 
this project with their comments, points of view and contributions. I have 
really enjoyed developing this document, and hope it will give a new input 
towards building the Mexican design industry. 
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